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ABSTRACT: The ever increasing popularity of the stock market as a revenue generating
tool in recent years has seen it grow in size and complexity. Many investors seek the
assistance of stock brokers to give them advice and to make trades on their behalf.
However, the dynamic nature of the stock market makes it very difficult for brokers to do so
without the aid of computerised systems. Existing systems are large and monolithic in
nature, making them difficult to maintain and adapt to the changing environment of the
stock market. This research proposes an architecture for a broker system that is based
around a service oriented architecture (SOA) and Web service technology to modularise
some of the tasks that need to be performed by the broker. This increases the adaptability
of the system to a changing environment, allows existing stock market systems to be easily
integrated, and minimises development time and costs. The focus of this paper is on the
creation of a component of the broker system that can be used to investigate trading
strategies. By combining basic web services for data extraction and trading management, it
is possible to create a system that allows a broker to simulate and evaluate a strategy
before applying it in a real market so that better trading decisions can be made.

INTRODUCTION
Stock brokers are one of the main participants in stock exchanges worldwide. They often act as an
agent for their clients, making trades on their behalf. They also act as advisors, providing
suggestions to their clients on what stocks to buy and sell.
However, the micro-structure of the stock market in which brokers work is highly dynamic and
volatile. Many stocks are available to be bought and sold, each exhibiting its own patterns and
characteristics that are highly unpredictable. With so many options and considerations that need to
be taken into account, it is an extremely arduous task for a broker to investigate aspects of the stock
market and consistently provide effective advice to their clients.
Thus, brokers perform their day to day tasks with the aid of a broker system. Such a system should
provide tools for interacting with exchanges and performing analysis. A good broker system must be
able to cope with an extremely complex and dynamic environment. As a consequence, these broker
systems are quite large and complicated by themselves.
One of the problems with these systems is that they are created as a single, large software package.
Thus, the time and costs of developing such a complex system is generally high, and so are the
maintenance costs associated with them. It would be beneficial to develop a broker system with
reusability in mind. By using a modular architecture and utilising web service technology,
components are able to be created independently. Such modules would be easier to configure and
replace, resulting in lower development time and costs.
This research aims at developing a novel architecture for a generic broker system using web
services. The main advantage of such a design is the ease with which external services can be
integrated. This helps increase the flexibility of the system, since the external components could be
replaced with other modules that use the same standard protocol. Thus, this system has a high level
of adaptability. The focus of this paper will then shift towards a detailed design of a specific part of
this system that allows a broker to perform a very important task, namely, the analysis of trading
strategies.
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BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
The area of stock broker systems has not been explored to great extent in academic literature. Most
systems for stock brokers are commercial by nature and thus details of such systems are difficult to
gather. However, this is not to say that stock trading systems have not been an area of interest in
information technology research. There has been some investigation into automated stock broker
systems, many using intelligent agents to complete the tasks of human stock brokers. Sycara et al.
[SD98] proposed that intelligent agents could be utilised in the area of portfolio management. The
use of multiple agents was suggested, collaborating with each other in order to extract the desired
information. The benefits of multiple agents were outlined, such as not having a single point of failure
for the system (although point of failures still existed for individual agents that may hinder the
software as a whole) and spreading the computation required across several entities, so as not to
overwhelm a single agent. The main focus here was on monitoring a client's portfolio and gathering
relevant information.
Luo et al. [LD02] utilised some of the work described in [SD98] and presented a multi-agent stock
trading system using Distributed Problem Solving (DPS). They proposed the use of several different
agents, each automating a specific task of the stock broker, and having these agents communicate
and collaborate results with one another in order to provide an automated stock trading system. The
breakdown of the system into different agents provides modularity in the architecture, making it
easier to modify and maintain. This type of system however, automates the decision making process
and hides it from the user. Thus, such a system would not be very suitable for a stock broker, as they
would like to see the intermediate results of the analysis undertaken so as to make and validate
recommendations to clients. In addition, the use of agents can often lead to a high degree of coupling
as they require a multitude of information (from external sources and other agents).
Research has also been undertaken recently by Cheng et al. [CW04] into a multi-agent system for
asset management. They propose a three-tier architecture comprising of a demand-tier, process-tier
and supply-tier. The demand-tier is responsible for interaction with clients, while the process- tier
performs analysis of data that is gathered by the supply-tier. Again, agent technology is utilised to
perform each task. This paper focuses more on a complete asset management system of which
stock analysis is only a small section. Hence, it provides only a very broad overview of the
architecture. However, the three-tier architecture proposed does assist in dividing the system into
maintainable components.
Instead of using an agent architecture, the proposed broker system will be based around an
architecture where the different functions of a capital market system are modelled using Web
services is described in [RB02,RD04]. Two important services are the Exchange Service (ES)
[MY03] and the Trade Data Service (TDS) [CW03]. The ES in this architecture is responsible for the
execution of trades, while the TDS performs tasks for accessing and performing queries on market
data to obtain the desired information. By integrating the broker system with these services, the
benefits of modularity can be utilised, as the broker system would simply need to communicate with
these components to gain the necessary functionality rather than having it integrated into the system
itself.
PROPOSED BROKER SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The proposed broker system is designed to facilitate a stock broker in performing their required
tasks. These include risk profile definition, stock allocation and order submission. Risk profile definition refers to deriving how averse a client is to the possibility of loss. Stock allocation occurs when
brokers determine which stocks to buy and sell for their clients. Order submission is the task that
refers to sending transactions on behalf of clients to the stock exchange. This system design is
focused on being easily configurable due to its modular nature and will provide a central interface to
existing services (e.g. Exchange Service, Trade Data Service) for a stock broker.
Below is the diagram of the proposed broker system architecture, showing the main components of
the system, with each line connecting components, representing communications between them.
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Figure 1. Top Level Diagram of System Architecture.
This architecture can be sub divided into three main sections – the graphical user interface (GUI), the
Broker Service Controller and the components or services of the system. Such a design was based
on the mediator design pattern, with the Broker Service Controller being the mediator. The main
advantage of this architecture is to separate the business logic from the presentation in order to
encourage reusability of components. The components that make up the bottom layer are not
dependent on the type of visualisation that is utilised. Thus, these components can be freely modified
and changed without adverse affects on others.
The four components in the bottom layer are web services. Each of them provides a service to the
stock brokers to perform a group of related tasks. The core tasks supported by each component are
described in the table below:
Table 1. Components and their tasks.

Component
Trading Service
Client Management Service
Analysis Service
Monitoring Service

Tasks
Order Submission. Submit financial transactions such
as order placement, amendment and cancellation to
the Stock Exchange.
Manage the client profile, client portfolio and calculate
the client risk levels.
Analyse the stock market behaviour and the effect of
trading strategy.
Monitor price movements for selected stocks. This
can lead to the automated updating of client portfolios,
making the broker’s stock allocation task easier.

Each service is fairly complex and required further decomposition into smaller components that
reflect the type of the market, the regulations in place, the information available etc. In the rest of this
paper, we focus on the Analysis Service by providing a detailed design and describing a realistic
case study that uses this service.
THE ANALYSIS SERVICE
One of the main ways in which a broker selects stocks is through the use of trading strategies. A
trading strategy can be defined as a set of systematic rules that dictate how buy and sell decisions
are made. A broker can often utilise various parameters in order to determine the time, amount and
type of stock to buy and sell for their clients and this is an area where computerised systems provide
major benefits.
The Analysis Service provides the facilities for a stock broker to explore the effect and performance
of trading strategies on the market. This is done through the simulation of the historical data. Since
the market behaviour is undeterministic, the broker may run the simulation several times using the
same strategy, with different parameter values in order to obtain the optimal solution. The main
design focus of this part of the research is to come up with a generic architecture where new trading
strategies could be incorporated into the service with minimal development time and costs. The
business processes involved in developing a trading strategy are described in Figure 2.
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In Figure 2, six main steps in creating and evaluating a trading strategy are shown, along with the
external modules (in grey boxes) that will aid in the completion of these activities. The scope of the
Analysis Service will cover steps 1-4. These are the processes undertaken to simulate a market,
while steps 5 and 6 utilise the strategy in a real market. Thus, the Trade Strategy Execution process
will be similar to the Trade Strategy Simulation process, except it will communicate with a real
market. Step 4: Iteration refers to modifying the parameters of a strategy after evaluation until the
desired results are produced.

Figure 2. The business processes involved with specifying and executing trading strategies.
THE SIMULATION PROCEDURE
As mentioned in the literature review, there are two services from [RB02,RD04] that are utilised to aid
in the implementation of the Analysis Service. Such services are outlined below:
1. Trade Data Service (TDS): The TDS provides access to historical market data. This
includes price, time and volume of orders and trades that have previously occurred.
2. Exchange Service (ES): The ES provides the common interface to the Stock Exchange,
where the actual execution of financial transactions such as placing, amending and cancelling
orders happen.
Figure 3 below illustrates the procedures and the components involved in the simulation.
The simulation is carried out by feeding historical data retrieved from a data source to a simulation
controller. This data consists of the transactions that have taken place on a particular day, for
example, all the buy/sell orders. The historical data is retrieved via the TDS, which extracts the
relevant data from the database and makes it accessible through the internet. The data retrieved will
depend on the simulation parameters. These parameters include the date range, security and market
in which to run the simulation.
The simulation controller then passes these transactions to the ES which in turn submits the orders
to the trading engine. Additional order(s) will then be made in accordance with the strategy,
depending on the trading strategy parameters. Such parameters consist of, for example, the
maximum volume to buy, and the time in which to begin execution of the strategy.
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The feedback of the executed transactions from the trading engine is passed back to the
components through the ES. This information is utilised by the strategy when determining whether to
place additional orders. It is also used to keep track of results that are eventually displayed by the
GUI.

Figure 3. High Level Component Diagram for Analysis Component.
Once a trading strategy has been implemented, it is important to assess how well such a strategy
has performed. The trading engine produces a log of the simulation. This log is used to graphically
display the events that have taken place. This will aid in the analysis of the effects that the strategy
has had on the market. The amount of profit made will be one of the main factors in assessing the
effectiveness of the strategy. After the evaluation has taken place, the variable factors contained
within the strategy may be adjusted and results compared. This will be carried out for the continuous
improvement of the strategy.
DETAILED DESIGN
The class-collaboration diagram shown in Figure 4 illustrates the interaction of classes within the
Analysis Component. External entities such as TDS and ES are shown in grey boxes. The attributes
and operations of the classes have been omitted for clarity.
The Model-View-Controller (MVC) paradigm is used as a basis for the design of the class diagram. In
the diagram, the Simulation Controller class acts as a controller, establishing communication
between the GUI and the rest of the modules in this component.
The Trading Strategy class represents the model as it is the responsibility of this class to manage the
results and maintain other data that is used in the trading strategy. This class is also responsible for
notifying the controller when trades take place, which in turn, will update the display on the GUI,
which is the view in this paradigm. The GUI class places the results in a table and displays it on the
screen.
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Figure 4. Class Diagram for Analysis Component.
Each of the specific Trading Strategy classes (TradingStrategy_1, TradingStrategy_2 and
VWAPStrategy in the diagram) is a sub class of the super class Trading Strategy. In this way, the
template design pattern can be applied to the trading strategies, making it easier to add and replace
them. The general processing of feedback and maintenance of data can be placed in the super class
while the intricacies of the strategies themselves are the responsibility of the concrete sub classes.
Each trading strategy has its own set of parameters, hence aggregation is used to model the
relationship between these two classes. The set of parameters for a particular trading strategy inherit
from a super class that contains generic parameters (for example, start date and end date for a
strategy). More specific parameters, and the operations on them, are then defined in the sub classes
to customise for each trading strategy.
A CASE STUDY: VWAP AS A TRADING STRATEGY
In this research, the VWAP (Volume Weighted Average Price) was chosen as a case study of the
Analysis Component architecture. The details of this strategy and its implementation are described
below.
VWAP is calculated by adding the dollars traded for every transaction in that stock (Price x Number
of Shares traded) and dividing the total shares traded for a period of time. A VWAP chart shows the
average price for a stock for a time period in the day. It is usually used as a performance benchmark
for investors. If a broker bought a stock today at a price lower than the current cumulative VWAP,
then that broker bought the stock at a good price (he/she did better than the average buyer of the
stock). On the other hand, if a stock was bought at a price higher than the VWAP, such a stock has
been over paid for, relative to other buyers of the day.
It has been observed in the past that the VWAP at the end of the trading day is very close to the
actual stock price at that time. This is due to the fact that brokers are often contracted to sell stocks
at the VWAP. Thus, there is a potential to generate profit if, near the close of market, the buy price is
below the VWAP. If stocks can be bought when this phenomenon occurs, then it would be likely that
the price for this particular stock would rise before market close. Thus, these shares can be sold a
few minutes before closing at market price in order to generate profit for the broker's clients. To
illustrate this, the graph below shows the stock price and VWAP for NAB near the end of the normal
trading period.
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VWAP

Market Price

Figure 5. VWAP and price graph for NAB on 12/01/2000.
On this particular day, it can be seen that the price of the stock moves toward the VWAP near the
end of the day. Thus, there is a potential to make profit if shares are purchased during 3:00pm to
3:40pm, and then sold at any time before the close of market (e.g. at 3:50pm). From this observation,
a very simple algorithm and parameters required for implementing this strategy can be derived as
show in Table 2 and Table 3 below:
Table 2. VWAP Algorithms for buy and sell.

Algorithm for Buy
From 3:00 – 3:40pm, For every sell order listed
If sell price < VWAP by at least 2c then

Algorithm for Sell
If stocks available to sell Then
At 3:50pm

Buy all stock available
Sell all stock available
Table 3. VWAP Strategy user input parameters.

Input Parameter
Buy time

Description
The time in which to begin checking the condition of the market for the
potential to buy.
Sell time
The time in which to sell all the stocks bought
Buy Time Interval
The time interval in which to look for buy opportunities.
Max Volume
The maximum volume to buy
Number of cents below The number of cents below VWAP that the price can at most be for a
VWAP
buy order to be submitted.
The parameters and algorithms defined above lead to the creation of the two classes for the VWAP
trading strategy. These classes are the VWAPStrategy class that contains the logic of the strategy
and the VWAPParameter class that contains the input parameters used by the strategy.
Apart from the user input parameters to the strategy, there are also internal attributes of the VWAP
trading strategy which are maintained within the VWAPStrategy class:
•

Aggregate Volume: The cumulative total of all the volume that has been traded so far.

•

Aggregate Value: The cumulative value of all the trades that have occurred so far.

•

Best Sell Price: The price at which a market buy order would execute at if entered at the
current point in time.

CONCLUSION
This research work has introduced a new architecture for creating a generic broker system. The
system design reuses other services proposed in the literature. This demonstrates the ease with
which external services can be integrated. This is part of a research effort for widespread use of such
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service-oriented architectures in this domain, moving away from the large single package systems
that are currently available. This in turn would lead to other benefits such as providing a more easily
manageable system, where components can be distributed and maintained separately. This is an
important feature in the current globalised environment.
The paper has focused on the implementation of a market analysis service for brokers. More specifically, the service provides a means of executing and evaluating a trading strategy. The paper also
described a realistic application based on the VWAP trading strategy. By following the same procedure, other trading strategies can be easily incorporated into the system. This is of great benefit to
brokers as it gives them the ability to try their strategies and enhance them before using them in real
situations.
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